DIPLOMATIC SKILLS
MASTERCLASS
14TH EDITION

WARSAW, 08-12.07.2019
DIPLOMATS.PL

PROGRAMME BENEFITS
At the EAD we had always dreamed of a programme during which
people of various professional background from different countries
could meet each other in one place. We had wanted to give them the
opportunity to learn from the best experts, share their own
experience and enhance practical skills which would make a real
change in their careers. So we did. Let us introduce to you
Diplomatic Skills Masterclass.

learn
new skills

networking
opportunity

Obtain crucial skills and make an

Meet people of different background from

important step to boost your career.

all over the world.

practise

Focus on practical dimension of obtained
knowledge by taking part in multiple
workshops and joining a study visit.

excellent
trainers

excellent
programme

Enjoy the selection of diversified topics
which will keep you aroused all week long.

visit
Warsaw

Meet our trainers, renowned experts at

Explore one of the most fascinating cities

their fields and learn from the best.

in this part of Europe. Unveil its past, see
its present and envisage its future.

receive
prestigious
diploma

have fun &
make new
friends

Receive an official diploma, confirming

Make the programme an adventure which

successful participation in the programme.

will inspire you to face new challenges.
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ABOUT THE EVENT
The Diplomatic Skills Masterclass is tailored to
prepare participants for the challenges of
diplomacy, international business and working
in multinational organizations in the 21st
century. Diversified background and experience
of participants is an additional value to the
content of the training.

EVENT PROGRAM
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public speaking
training
Monday, 8th July, 9am - 4pm

public speaking
Tuesday, 9th July, 9am - 12pm

Warsaw
sightseeing
Tuesday, 9th July, 6pm - 8pm

etiquette
diplomatic protocol
Thursday, 11th July, 9am - 4pm

study visit
at Embassy
Friday, 12th July, 9am - 11am

graduation
ceremony
Friday, 12th July, at 3pm

Price: 460 EUR
The final program might be slightly modified.
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Warsaw
sightseeing
Monday, 8th July, 6pm - 8pm

savoir-vivre
Tuesday, 9th July, 1pm - 4pm

leadership & team
management
Wednesday, 10th July, 9am - 4pm

Warsaw
sightseeing
Thursday, 11th JuLy, 4pm - 6pm

10

cultural
differences

12

time to say
goodbye!

Friday, 12th July, 11am - 3pm

Friday, 12th July, 7 pm - 9pm

PREVIOUS EDITIONS
So far we have successfully organized 13 editions of the programme. And we
could not imagine better prize for all the effort made than the positive remarks
of participants in the end of the course.
This is exactly what I was expected from the
training. I would like to to thank you all for the DSM
training, well organized both lectures and the
students. The discussions were truly inspiring. I
personally enjoyed very much. I would like to thank
Natalia Czajkowska, and everyone who has been
involved in the preparation and execution of the
DSM. You have all done a wonderful job. I look
forward to attend future training.
Deek, 13th edition

I attended the Diplomatic Skill Masterclass. It’s
absolutely out of my expectation! The course is
well organized with top trainers, very international
crowds and various after class events. I can only
appreciate what EAD did for us! Thank you for
sharing the knowledge and showing us Warsaw!
Wei, 12th edition

DSM is very intensive, interactive and wellorganized program. That is very usefull to those who
has already engaged in public diplomacy as well as
to those who is going to be engaged in the area. DSM
creates an environment for experience exchange
between trainers and participants. During the
Masterclass I was able to cover some lacks in my
public speaking and leadership competences
Pavel, 11th edition

MORE INFORMATION?
CONTACT US:
executive_education@diplomats.pl
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